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We show that if a Markov operator is sufficiently close to the integra- 
tion operator then it can be extended to a Bernoulli shift. This result 
is a generalization of the matrix result of Friedman and Ornstein and 
is analogous to fact that a proper contraction on a Hilbert space dilates 
to a unitary shift. 
DEFINITIONS 
An isomorphism u between the measure algebras of two probability 
spaces (X, Z, CL) and (X’, 27, p’) is called a conjugacy. It induces a lattice 
isomorphism S of the associated Lp spaces defined for characteristic 
functions by 
SXA = X0(a) . (1) 
Two linear operators are conjugate if there is a conjugacy which carries 
one into the other. (See Billingsley [l].) 
A Markov operator T is a positive linear operator on Ll(S, Z, p) such 
that 
z-1 = T*l = 1. (2) 
Nelson [4] has shown that a Markov operator has a measure pre- 
serving extension, that is, there is a probability space (xl, Z’, p’), 
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a conjugacy (T of (xl, Z’, 11’) onto (xl, Z’, p’), and a conjugacy u0 of 
(X, Z, p) onto (X’, Z,,‘, p’) where Zg C C’, such that 
T” = S,‘E,S”S, 
(3) 
T*n = S,lEoS-“S,, 
where S,, and S are the isometries respectively associated with o0 and u 
and E, is the conditional expection with respect to Z,,‘. In conversation 
with us, Professor G.-C. Rota suggested that this result is analogous to 
the concept of unitary dilations on Hilbert space (see Sz.-Nagy and 
Foias [6]). 
By a partition of X we shall always mean a separable partition into 
measurable sets, that is, the measure algebra generated by the partition 
is separable. If {P,} is a sequence of partitions, we denote the smallest 
partition containing each P, by V, P, . A partition P is generating if 
the measure algebra it generates is L’. Two partitions P and Q are 
independent if 
CL@ n B) = P(A) P(B) for AEP, BEQ. 
Two finite partitions P and Q are E-independent if 
c I @< n 9 - ~6%) &%)I < 6, 
where the sum is taken over the atoms Ai of P and Bi of Q. 
A conjugacy u of (X, Z, CL) is a Bernoulli shift if there is a partition P 
such that V_“, 
of v:il UiP. 
oiP generates 2 and for each k, okP is independent 
A conjugacy u is weak Bernoulli if there is a partition P such that 
V_“, uiP is generating and for each finite Q refined by P, and each E > 0, 
there is an integer K such that V”, uiQ is r-independent of Vc+m uiQ 
for all m > 0. 
It is evident that a Bernoulli shift is weak Bernoulli. Friedman and 
Ornstein [3] have established 
THEOREM 1. If u is weak Bernoulli, then u is a Bernoulli shift. 
MARKOV SHIFTS 
Professor G.-C. Rota asked us if there is a Markov operator analogue 
of 
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THEOREM 2 (Schreiber [5]). If T ’ p p zs a ro er contraction on a separable 
Hilbert space, then its unitary dilation is unitarily equivalent to a shzyt. 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 3. If T is a Markov operator on the separable space 
Ll(X, Z, CL), such that 11 T - E [I1 < 1, where Ef = J fdp, then T has 
a measure preserving extension which is a Bernoulli shift. 
Our proof consists in showing that Nelson’s extension is weak 
Bernoulli, then applying Theorem 1. The Nelson extension is obtained 
by constructing an appropriate measure on the bilateral product space 
so that the shift is measure preserving. Let X’ denote the set of all 
sequences {xn}, -co < n < co, of points in X. A cylinder set in x’ is 
a set A of the form 
A=fiAi, A$EZ and Ai = X for almost all i. 
-al 
If we use the symbol MB to denote the operator 
then the Nelson measure p’ of A is given by 
/L’(A) = j” TMAmz ... TMA,, ... TM,,-,TM,,ldp 
if Ai = X for 1 i 1 > n. 
It is an easy matter to see that CL’ extends to a (shift invariant) measure 
on (X’, Z’), where 2’ is the completion of the u-algebra generated by 
the cylinder sets. Thus, if a(A) = IIB, , Bi = Aipl , then u extends to 
a conjugation of (X’, Z’,p’) which induces an isometry S onLl(X’, Z’,p’). 
Furthermore, for B E Z, the map 
is a conjugacy of (X, Z, p) onto (xl, Zo’, p’) where &, is the time zero 
subalgebra u,,(Z). It is a simple matter to see that (3) indeed holds. 
Our purpose is to show that if T satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3, 
then u is weak Bernoulli, hence Bernoulli. With this in mind, let P be 
the image under u,, of a generating partition of (X, Z, p). It is 
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obvious from the definition of Z:’ that VTa aiP generates 2’. Suppose 
Q = {Ql y-.-T Qd is a finite partition refined by P. Let m and K be 
arbitrary integers and A and B be atoms of 
4 uiQ and K$m~zQ, 
K 
respectively, so that A and B have the form 




Bi~Q, K,(i<K+m, Bi=X, otherwise. 
-* 
We now note that 
c TMBKTMBK,, **- Tlll,,J = 1 (6) 
where the sum is over the atoms of VFm uiQ, and 
c MAoT*Ma-l ..a T*M~-m+lT*M& = 1 (7) 
where the sum is over the atoms of V”, uiQ. 
To prove (6) rewrite the left side as 
where Zr is over the atoms of VymP1 &Q. Since 
i TM*, = T 
j=l 
and Tl = 1 
the result (6) follows by induction. The proof of (7) is similar. 
Now we estimate the difference p’(A n B) - p’(A) p’(B). The 
cyiinder formula (4) and the fact that Mx = 1 gives 
$(A n B) = j. TIM,-, “. TMAaTMx a.. TMxTMB, ... TM,,,,ldp 
zzz 
I TMA-, 
... TM 4 TK-‘TM BK *** TM,,,,ldp. 
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Put T = E + N, where Ef = S fdp. The assumptions (2) give EN = 
NE = 0, so that TK-l = E + NK-l and hence 
$(A n B) = j TM,-, ... TM,JE + NK-l] TMB, ... TM,,+mldp 
= j TMA-, ... TMAoldp i 
TM,, ..a TMB,+mldp 
+ j TM,-, *em TMAoNK-lTMB, ..* TBK+m ldp . 
This gives the fomula 
$(A n B) - p’(A) p’(B) = J TM,-+ ..a TMAoNK-lTM,, ... TMRK+,ldp. (8) 
For an arbitrary operator W on L1, let 1 W 1 denote the operator 
defined for f > 0 by 
I Wlf = ,yyf wg. 
8. 
This operator 1 W j is linear and satisfies 
(See Dunford and Schwartz [2, p. 6721.) If we apply this to (8) we obtain 
the estimate 
I ~‘64 n B) - ~‘(4 PV>I 
< TMAmm ... 
s 
TM,, 1 N lK-l TMB, -0. TMe,,,ldp . (10) 
Now sum over the atoms of Vyrn &Q, then over the atoms of VTm aiQ 
and make use of (6) and (7) to obtain 
C C I ,W n B) - P’(A) ~‘(4 G j I N IK-’ 14. (11) 
This result is independent of m. Hence, if we use the assumption that 
]I N ]I -=c 1 and the property (9) we have 
jili j 1 N IK--l ldl*. = 0. 
Therefore, given any finite partition Q, refined by P, and any E > 0, 
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we can choose K so large that, for all m, VT, &Q is E-independent of 
V r:‘” uiQ. 
This completes the proof that u is weak Bernoulli which, combined 
with Theorem 1, gives Theorem 3. 
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